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Abstract
A family history of breast cancer has long
been recognised as a significant risk factor
for breast cancer. Quantifying that risk
has been approached in publications and
practically in a number of diVerent ways.
Increasingly regional genetics depart-
ments are called upon to help clarify
guidelines for referral of women with a
family history of breast cancer for genetic
testing and to clarify breast cancer risk for
women seeking early mammographic
screening. This paper represents the cur-
rent consensus guidelines from the UK
Cancer Family Study Group and discusses
some of the diYculties surrounding ge-
netic risk estimation.
(J Med Genet 2000;37:203–209)
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Cancer genetics is a new and rapidly expanding
speciality to which clinicians come with exper-
tise in clinical and molecular genetics and in
oncology. Most such specialists are based in the
Regional Clinical Genetics Department. One
of the main reasons for referral (expanding
rapidly over recent years) is a family history of
breast cancer. Women with a family history of
breast cancer are usually seen initially by the
primary care team and referred to either a
symptomatic breast clinic, to a familial breast
cancer clinic, or directly to the clinical genetics
service. Breast screening policies in such
women vary widely across the country, particu-
larly with regard to level of risk at which
screening is deemed appropriate, the age at
first screen, screening interval, type of screen-
ing, route of access to screening or genetics
clinics, and the collection of outcome data.

These guidelines have been developed to
help clinicians at primary care level and at the
district breast clinic to decide when it is appro-
priate to reassure patients concerned about
genetic risk of breast cancer if the genetic risk is
low, when early breast screening might be
appropriate, and when, in addition, to refer to a
specialist genetics clinic for further assessment
and investigation. They are intended as guid-
ance regarding genetic predisposition only and

do not take epidemiological risk factors into
account.

The Cancer Family Study Group (CFSG)
The CFSG was set up in 1981 by a group of
oncologists, scientists, and geneticists inter-
ested in hereditary cancer predisposition. It has
become the main forum for research collabora-
tions and education in the field of cancer
genetics within the UK. Since its initial incep-
tion there has been an explosion of new discov-
eries in cancer genetics and the membership
has escalated; oYcial members now number
around 250 with representatives from all the
regional genetics centres. Currently the mem-
bership comprises a wide spectrum including
specialist nurses and psychologists as well as
basic scientists and clinicians from all speciali-
ties with an interest in this relatively new area of
medicine. There are representatives from
general practice, surgery, radiology, radio-
therapy, and oncology as well as genetics.
There is a steering committee of 11 elected
members and a representative from the Cancer
Research Campaign and the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund who have partially funded this
organisation since its inception; other funding
has been provided by the MRC. The UK-
CFSG meet twice a year to discuss new
research proposals, to debate guidelines, to give
feedback on research progress, and to present
new data and updates on clinical management
issues. These guidelines have been presented to
and commented on by the membership at these
meetings over the past three years and the
manuscript has been scrutinised by the steering
committee.

The guidelines (table 1)
These guidelines are preliminary and are likely
to change as new information comes forward.
They are particularly pertinent to the UK
health care system and clinicians need to be
familiar with what facilities are available locally
and how to access these, as this at present
varies across the country. For example, few
regions in the UK have at present the facility to
recall women for mammography outside the
National Health Service Breast Screening Pro-
gramme (NHS BSP) and there is in general no
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specific funding allocated to breast screening in
women under 50 years with an increased
genetic risk of breast cancer. Where breast unit
screening clinics are not established, breast
screening tends to be somewhat ad hoc and
audit of the outcome of screening activity for a
large cohort of women is impossible. Screening
in these circumstances is unsatisfactory since at
present the evidence for any mortality benefit
in high genetic risk women is lacking. A recent
report of a Working Group for the Chief Medi-
cal OYcer (distributed to the UK NHS for
information)1 recommended that family his-
tory clinics without the facility to audit activity
and outcome should not be funded. It also re-
commended that management of moderate
risk level women should fall within the remit of
the Specialist Calman Breast Units working to
guidelines agreed between the breast units and
the Regional Cancer Genetics Centre, and that
units setting up a service without specialist
genetic input should not be funded. In these
guidelines we endorse the proposed model and
suggest that asymptomatic women at low
genetic risk are dealt with at primary care level
with reassurance, those at moderate genetic
risk are evaluated and screened at breast unit
level (resources permitting), and high risk
women are assessed further by the regional
genetics service.

Resources are the main concern where fund-
ing is not in place. Although some purchasers
have committed funding to the molecular
analysis of cancer predisposing genes and the
clinical cancer genetics services, many others
have not and funding for the cancer genetics
staV within the genetics service is also very
variable. At district level, no mammographic
screening is funded for women under the age of
50 within the NHS Breast Screening Pro-
gramme; on the whole this is arranged via the
symptomatic service and puts an additional
burden on radiology services and busy breast

clinics. Collection of data on breast cancer risks
and screening outcomes in this group may be
most eVectively coordinated on a regional basis
and could be collated by the cancer genetics
service, although the screening and clinical
review of patients is most appropriately carried
out in the local breast unit. Funding for data
collection and audit must be provided if moni-
toring the outcome of screening activities in
this setting is to be successful. The cancer
geneticist should have an input in the multidis-
ciplinary approach to breast cancer manage-
ment.

Risk assessment
Until firm evidence accrues of a mortality ben-
efit in the high risk group of women, it is
impossible to present definitive guidelines
about how to screen women and where to draw
the line above which women are deemed to
have an increased genetic risk for breast cancer.
It is relatively easy to calculate the genetic risk
that a breast cancer will develop in any woman
given her family history of the disease.
Segregation analysis is a technique used to
model disease inheritance in populations. It
provides a mathematical description of a
genetic model reflecting the most likely pattern
of inheritance of a disease in a given popula-
tion. It reflects the average gene frequency and
penetrance for familial clustering. The models
most commonly used for estimation of genetic
breast cancer risk use a general model rather
than a gene specific model. The estimates for
gene frequency and age related penetrance
(breast cancer risk for a gene carrier) are there-
fore necessarily general. Published segregation
analyses for breast cancer mostly predict auto-
somal dominant inheritance with low gene fre-
quency and high penetrance.2 3 If BRCA1 and
BRCA2 gene carriers are identified and re-
moved from a cohort of women with a family
history of breast cancer, there is still a residual

Table 1 Guidelines for referral and screening mammography with one, two, or three relatives aVected with breast cancer at various ages

Family history of breast cancer
Expected breast cancer cases
between 40–50 y*

Lifetime risk† (population
risk is 1 in 11) Risk group‡ Early mammography§

Specialist
genetics clinic¶

1 relative**
1 relative >40 y Maximum 1 in 50 Maximum 1 in 8 Low No No
1 relative <40 1 in 30-1 in 50 1 in 12-1 in 6 Low/moderate Yes No††
Female <30 or male aVected at any age maximum 1 in 25 maximum 1 in 6
2 relatives**
2 relatives 50– 60 y 1 in 40 1 in 8 Low No No
2 relatives average age 40–49 1 in 25 1:6-1 in 4 Moderate Yes No††
2 relatives average age 30–39 1 in 14 1 in 4-1 in 3 High Yes Yes
3 relatives**
3 relatives average age 50–60 1 in 15 1 in 4 Moderate Yes Yes
3 relatives average age 40–50 1 in 11 1 in 3 High Yes Yes
Breast and other cancers Usually more than 1 in

25
Usually more than 1 in
6

Moderate/high Yes Yes
1 or more relative with breast cancer <50 y + >1

relative with ovarian cancer at any age or one
relative with both

1 or more relative with breast cancer <40 y plus
relative with childhood malignancy

— — May be high Avoid mammograms
pending genetics
review

Yes

*Population risk for breast cancer age 40 to 50 is 1 in 100 (1%).
†Population lifetime risk (age 20–80) years is 1 in 11 (9%).
‡Risk category: low risk <2 × population lifetime risk: moderate = 2–3 × population lifetime risk: high >3 × lifetime population risk.
§Early screening mammography should start not younger than 35 years of age in the moderate risk group; the risk of cancer and potential benefits of screening are
most likely to be seen in the 40–50 year age group.
¶Specialist genetics clinic: to be assessed with a view to genetic mutation analysis and more formal risk estimation.
**“Relative” includes first degree relative and their first degree relatives (first degree relatives = mother, father, brother, sister, child).
A relative with clearly bilateral breast cancer can be viewed as two relatives for simplicity. A male relative with breast cancer counts as a young female (<40).
††Ethnic origin may make mutation searching easier, for example Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry might mean genetic testing would be more helpful even with a less strik-
ing family history.
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genetic risk from unidentified genes.4 The esti-
mated residual genetic risk is lower than
predicted by whole population analysis because
the eVect of the higher risk genes has been
removed. Where genetic status is known, gene
specific parameters are more appropriate.5 6 In
all models and methods there are inherent
inaccuracies because of uncertainties about key
inputs.6

Bearing these factors in mind, parameters
from a segregation analysis2 3 can be used to
calculate genetic breast cancer risk for any
specified time period.7 Parameters from a seg-
regation analysis using data from the Cancer
and Steroid Hormone Study (CASH)2 are
commonly used for genetic risk estimation and
form the basis of risk calculations in both the
published and clinically useful risk tables7 and
the commercially available computer software
Cyrillic 2.1 published by Cherwell Scientific.
Data for very early onset breast cancer are
under-represented in the CASH data and this
cohort was selected for breast cancer cases with
age at onset under 55 years, leading to another
potential source of uncertainty in this model. A
risk calculation based on these data (using
Cyrillic 2.1) is illustrated in fig 1 for a 40 year
old woman with various levels of risk (table 1,
fig 1A-E). The Claus tables7 give risks based
purely on aVected subjects without accounting
for unaVected family members, so give a higher
risk than the whole pedigree based method, but
nevertheless with a very simple pedigree this
eVect is not great (fig 1A, B). The risk modify-
ing eVect of many unaVected relatives, how-
ever, can be seen in the pedigree in fig 1C and
this cannot be taken into account using the
Claus tables. This is also a problem in the case
of small families or adopted parents, for exam-
ple, where the risk estimation could be very
misleading in either direction when more
information becomes available. Here, the
woman concerned about her risk may be reas-
sured by the eVect of her own age; as her own
age increases she becomes statistically less
likely to be a carrier of a high risk gene and
therefore the risk to her oVspring falls. A strong
paternal family history can also confer a
significant risk which cannot be assessed using
the Claus tables (fig 1D). Ovarian cancer is 10
times less common in the general population
than breast cancer and ovarian cancer occurs in
many families found to have BRCA1 and
BRCA2 mutations. Thus, ovarian cancer in a
breast cancer family increases the chance of a
genetic predisposition (fig 1E).

Although the risk figures given in the tables
and by the computer programme appear very
precise, this reflects the fact that they are gen-
erated by a mathematical calculation; the illus-
trations give some idea of the variation possible
depending on the data and the method used.
Absolute risks may not be particularly helpful
(especially if these are incorrectly assessed
owing to the problems associated with any risk
estimation method currently available). High
risk subjects in particular should be reviewed
by a clinician with expertise in cancer genetics
and risk analysis before clearly categorising
them as high risk. This should be available

before any major clinical decisions are made
including, in particular, genetic testing and
prophylactic surgery. The risk estimation
methods outlined here are merely a means of
categorising people fairly into genetic risk
groups.

It is not clear how conventional epidemio-
logical risk factors can best be included as a
modifier of risk. However, some methods have
attempted to investigate what eVect such
factors might have.8 9 There are mathematical
models published which incorporate these
factors10 11; diVerent models may be better used
in diVerent circumstances. Models such as the
Gail model take epidemiological risk factors
into account but underestimate the genetic risk
where this is significant. Thus, predictions
using the Gail model may be more accurate for
women with a low component of genetic risk;
for women with a high genetic risk there are as
yet no clear data which allow incorporation of
conventional epidemiological risk factors into a
general genetic model.

The various methods of risk estimation need
to be validated in prospective studies but for
the time being can provide a useful means of
standardising risk estimation and selecting only
women at moderate or high genetic risk for
breast screening studies.

Initial assessment of the family history and
reassurance of low risk subjects should take
place at primary care level and these guidelines
provide some indication of where reassurance
is appropriate. Fig 1A-E gives examples of risk
estimation for women with a family history of
breast cancer at low risk (<3 times the age
related risk) (fig 1A, C), moderate risk (3-4
times the age related risk) (fig 1B), and high
risk (>4 times the age related risk) (fig 1E).
UnaVected female relatives on the same side of
the family as aVected relatives are important in
reducing risk of a strong genetic predisposition,
and a history that initially appears moderate or
high risk on further assessment may become
lower risk (fig 1B, C). Except in the highest risk
groups, a woman remaining unaVected in her
fifties will have suYcient reduction in genetic
risk in many cases to return to the lower risk
category, as the population risk rises and her
risk becomes less than three times the age
related risk.

An accurate risk assessment and the out-
come of clinical examination and mammogra-
phy should be recorded in each screened
woman to facilitate audit. Clinical trials of che-
moprevention may be an appropriate option
for some women, since few of these will be eli-
gible for genetic testing at present.11 12

The genetics clinic
RISK ASSESSMENT

For patients where the chances of the family
history being the result of a high risk gene are
strong (therefore those in the highest risk
category), referral to the genetics clinic for fur-
ther assessment is appropriate. The genetics
team can undertake detailed family studies ini-
tially by constructing a complete family tree
and verifying key data. Using these data, a
modified genetic risk can be estimated. Sub-
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jects referred to the genetics clinics need to be
informed that molecular genetic testing may
not be possible in every case. In many cases,
there are no suitable DNA samples available
from aVected family members, in others

detailed scrutiny of the family history and
investigation to confirm diagnoses may indi-
cate a lower chance of a genetic predisposition
than originally thought. In addition, some
women elect not to have genetic testing and

Figure 1 Risk calculation in low (A) and moderate (B) risk patterns.
Moderate risk modified to low by unaVected female relatives (C). Risk
because of strong paternal family history (D) and high risk (E) family
history. The annotation indicates the age related actual and relative risks
in each situation compared with the UK OYce of Population Census and
Surveys data on breast cancer incidence for the UK. Both risk estimation
methods illustrated use a purely genetic model and do not take
epidemiological risk factors into account, so may significantly
underestimate risk in low and moderate risk women, in particular where
there are high risk life style factors.
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before testing it is imperative that the person
has an understanding of the limitations and
potential disbenefits of genetic testing in addi-
tion to any potential benefits.13

Molecular genetic diagnostic testing (par-
ticularly presymptomatic testing) should only
be carried out by the clinical genetics service
using a quality assured diagnostic laboratory.
However, even where genetic testing is not
possible, many women will be eligible for stud-
ies in chemoprevention and screening which
can be coordinated either by the genetics team
or the breast unit or preferably by both in col-
laboration. In addition, these families may be
suitable for genetic research to identify other
breast cancer predisposition genes. Quantifica-
tion of a person’s risk (often lower than they
thought)14 and information about screening
and clinical trials is usually helpful both to the
patient and the referring doctor, and the level
at which this is provided varies at present
across the country depending on local re-
sources and interests. Appropriate collabora-
tion with the regional cancer genetics specialist
will ensure referral of appropriate cases for for-
mal genetics assessment within the regional
genetics service. Women need information
about level of risk and risk management
options in order to make informed choices
about their own health care. Current evidence
indicates that risk counselling does improve
knowledge and is not associated with increased
anxiety.15 16

OVARIAN CANCER

A discussion reviewing the likelihood of a
genetic predisposition to breast cancer on the
basis of the family tree may incorporate
concerns about ovarian cancer risk. A family
history of young breast cancer and ovarian
cancer is more likely to be because of BRCA1
than a history of just breast cancer. Whether a
causative mutation is detected or not, ovarian
cancer may be a significant risk to a gene
carrier or a woman at risk of carrying the gene.
In the UK, data on the outcome of ovarian
screening for women with at least a 1 in 15 life-
time chance of developing ovarian cancer is
collected as part of a national study. Outside
this framework, ovarian screening may or may
not be oVered depending on local interests and
availability, but at present there is no evidence
of any survival benefit from current methods of
ovarian screening. For a woman with even a
strong family history of breast cancer (three or
more under 60 years of age), more than 60%
are not the result of a detectable BRCA1 muta-
tion. Raising concerns about ovarian cancer
risk may then not be appropriate; however,
opinions and practices vary and there is no
consensus as yet. In general, the UKCFSG
would prefer ovarian screening to be oVered
only as part of clinical trials. Where ovarian
cancer risk is deemed suYciently increased,
any discussion of screening must include a dis-
cussion of the option for prophylactic
oophorectomy.

MANAGEMENT OF BREAST CANCER RISK

Again the options are screening aimed at early
detection, chemoprevention (Tamoxifen is not
yet licensed as a chemopreventive agent in the
UK but chemoprevention trials continue), and
prophylactic surgery (for very high risk pa-
tients). These options can be discussed in
detail at the genetics clinic.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT

The provision of professional psychological
support for cancer patients is patchy in the UK
so the only genetics units with such support
tend to be those where a specific psycho-
oncological research group is involved in
collaborative research. Access to psychological
assessment and support locally is helpful and
in some cases may be essential (for example,
women considering prophylactic mastec-
tomy).

MOLECULAR TESTING

Currently, in the UK, an unaVected woman
from a breast cancer family could not have an
immediate genetic test. In the relatively rare
families where a specific gene mutation has
been identified in an aVected family member,
presymptomatic testing can be oVered. In cer-
tain ethnic groups where specific mutations
are common, the absence of a mutation in an
“at risk” woman significantly reduces her
breast cancer risk (for example,
Ashkenazim17–19). Analysis of the BRCA1 and
BRCA2 genes can be carried out on a DNA
sample from an aVected family member. At
present, centres able to oVer mutation analysis
select only those families most likely to have
the currently identified genes (BRCA1 and
BRCA2) since the analysis is very time
consuming and expensive. In addition, a nega-
tive result does not substantially alter breast
cancer risks in most circumstances as most
techniques will be unable to identify 20-30%
of disease causing mutations and other, as yet
unidentified, genes may give rise to less
striking family histories. There is good evi-
dence that isolated early onset breast cancer
cases or clusters of two or three later onset
breast cancer cases are unlikely to be the result
of a mutation in one of these genes.20–22 How-
ever, families with four or more breast or ovar-
ian cancer cases are much more likely to be the
result of BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations.22

It is in only a small proportion of those fami-
lies in whom mutation analysis is possible that
a mutation is found and, therefore, a test can be
oVered to other family members. If a mutation
is detected which is clearly causing the cancer
prediposition, predictive (presymptomatic)
testing can be oVered to any family member by
the genetics service. Presymptomatic testing
involves, in most cases, a session to disclose all
the relevant information, explore the subject’s
expectations and concerns, and then a further
session with a minimum of four weeks “cooling
oV” period before the test sample being taken.
The result is given (disclosure) usually face to
face and further follow up is arranged thereaf-
ter according to the result and the needs of the
person. Current experience is that the numbers
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of men and women proceeding with predictive
testing is much smaller than those who express
an interest.

Since a disease causing mutation is detected
in only a minority of families examined, and in
the UK the mutation analysis of both BRCA1
and BRCA2 may take several months at best,
starting to search for a BRCA1 or BRCA2
mutation in a family may well not alter the
clinical decisions facing that family for a
considerable time, if at all. Where a mutation
has been found in an aVected family member
and predictive testing is possible, a negative
result allows disinvestment in breast and ovar-
ian screening or surgery. A positive test result
allows targeted screening and information on
which to base choices about preventive meas-
ures, such as prophylactic mastectomy and
oophorectomy or chemoprevention. Further-
more, management of breast cancer, if diag-
nosed, may diVer for women with a known
genetic predisposition. For example, for an
oestrogen receptor positive tumour where there
is thought to be a significant future risk of
ovarian cancer (for example, BRCA1 or
BRCA2), surgical removal of the ovaries as an
adjuvant treatment may be a better choice than
either a radiation induced menopause or other
hormonal manipulation, particularly if this is
shown to reduce the risk of recurrence or new
primaries in this situation. In addition, the risk
to the contralateral breast approaches 40-50%
at 10 years23 and must be discussed. Predictive
testing should be carried out only within the
framework of the Regional Clinical Genetics
Service using accredited molecular genetics
laboratories. Adequate follow up is needed for
subjects undergoing predictive testing and in
some cases psychological support may be
needed.

Summary
Guidelines should ideally be based on evi-
dence if they are to be implemented.24 For the
present, evidence of a benefit of mammo-
graphic screening aged 40 to 49 years is
emerging,25–27 but evidence on the outcome of
breast screening in women under 40 years of
age is very limited. Preliminary evidence from
a reanalysis of the Swedish Two Country
Study25 26 and from a recent meta-analysis27

indicates a slight survival advantage for
screening women aged 40 to 49 years. Data
from large breast cancer family history
clinics28 29 suggest that regular mammography
can successfully detect early stage cancer in
women under 50 years of age with an
increased risk owing to family history. The
data from both the general and the high risk
population have suggested that screening on a
12 to 18 monthly basis will be necessary as the
mean sojourn time (lead time) is 1.25 to 1.5
years in the under 50 age group.30 Table 1
presents the current consensus view of the UK
Cancer Family Study Group of what type of
family history is likely to indicate low, moder-
ate, or high risk of breast cancer based on
family history. It is worth remembering that
epidemiological factors such as late age at first
birth can statistically increase risk of breast

cancer as much as 2-3 fold and this is not cur-
rently viewed as a reason for introducing addi-
tional or early mammography. Genetic risks
fall with increasing age so women who might
be eligible at 40 for additional mammography
on grounds of genetic risk might fall back into
a lower risk group once they enter the NHS
BSP at 50 years. Very few women will
ultimately be able to undergo predictive
genetic testing; many more will be eligible for
trials of screening, chemoprevention, and even
dietary intervention. Most of the women who
enter into a screening programme will not
develop breast cancer. Although cancers can
be detected early with conventional screening
methods, a clear cut benefit in terms of
mortality reduction from any of the interven-
tions available has yet to be proven and large
scale prospective clinical trials are urgently
needed. Quality assurance for such screening
trials should be as rigorous as for the
established breast screening programme.

The guidelines set out in this paper and
similar guidelines, such as those produced
recently by the British Association of Surgical
Oncology Specialist Breast Group31 should be
viewed as a framework for the UK and could
form the basis of large scale collaborative stud-
ies aimed at gathering evidence to produce
definitive guidelines for planning health care in
the future.
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